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Hey you,
Winksy here.
It’s so great to see you! I can’t wait for you to join me on a
journey where together we will discover all about the power
of an eye - a marvel of the human body.
You see, my eyes are so big, so I already wanted to learn
everything related to eyes and eye care since I was little.
Today, I am a true expert on the topic and travel the world to
share my knowledge with kids just like you.
In this book, you will meet my friends who are curious to hear
about how the human eye works. Do come along, and if you
have questions, don’t be shy to ask! Just tag me online with
#WinksyKnows. I will be happy and honored to bring you
further in this fun quest!
Yours truly,
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Hi there!
My name is Willy Winksor.
My friends call me Winksy.
I know everything about eyes.
No problem at all if you don’t because
I am about to answer all your questions.

Look at the glossary for the meaning of
the highlighted words.
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Winksy: Have you ever wondered how the eyes work?

Winksy: Of course! It is not that difficult!

Rose: Not really, can you tell us?

1

Light passes through the cornea and the lens of the eye
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The pupil adjusts in response to the light
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The light hits a light-sensitive membrane called the retina at the
back of the eye
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The retina sends this information as electrical impulses to the brain
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The brain turns these signals into the images we see
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Tony: Fascinating! I have another
question. Why are my eyes green,
and the eyes of my friends, blue
or brown?
Winksy: The color of your eyes
depends on how much melanin you
have in your iris - the colored part of
your eyes. The more melanin you
have, the darker your eyes will be.
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Theresa: So, there is cornea, lens, iris,
pupil, retina. What are other parts of the
eye?
Winksy: Well, there are around 2 million
working parts! I have made a drawing of
the main parts. Look!
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Theresa: What about the eyelid?
Winksy: You are right! There is also an eyelid, eyelashes,
and eyebrows which play an important role! The lid keeps
the eye clean and moist by opening and closing about 12
times a minute. This is called blinking. We do it whenever
we want to, but it mostly happens without us even noticing it.
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Rose: Why do we need eyelashes?
Winksy: Eyelashes help to protect our eyes, keeping
airborne dirt, sand, and dust from reaching the delicate
parts of the eye. They also shield our eyes from the
bright light of the sun.
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Tony: Amazing! And the eyebrows?
Winksy: They move drops of rain or sweat away
from our eyes so we can keep seeing clearly.
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Theresa: What about tears?
Winksy: That’s a great question! We cry when we feel happy
or sad to express our emotions. But what we often forget is
that tears also clean our eyes and even kill bacteria. When
you blink, for example, a thin layer of tears cleanses the eyes.
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Rose: We are learning so much from you!
How do you know all of this?
Winksy: It is because I love to read. When you
have good eyesight you can read a book,
watch a documentary and learn so much!
In fact, eyes contribute 85% of our total
knowledge!
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Theresa: Wow! Luckily, I have a pair of
corrective glasses.
Winksy: Exactly! If you can’t see far or struggle
to see close, you should have a suitable pair of
glasses. Always ask a doctor to prescribe them
to you! With corrective glasses, you will be able
to explore and learn about the world. I have a
pair too!
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Tony: So pretty! I can see well, but my parents bought
me a pair of sunglasses to protect my eyes from the
sun.
Winksy: True, too much sun can damage the eyes. It is
the ultraviolet (UV) radiation that causes harm.
The radiation builds up over our lifetime and can have
a permanent negative effect on the eyes.
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Rose: I will ask my parents to get me a pair too!

Winksy: That’s very smart! Now, you know
so much about eyes.
But no matter how fun it has been to learn
about our eyes, the best way to look after
them is to spend time playing outdoors.
Let’s do that now!
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Theresa: This is so much fun! I have not played
outside for so long. So, you are saying that spending
time outdoors affects eye health?

Winksy: Yes! Being outside limits how much
time you spend doing “close up” activities like
reading or in front of a screen - the main causes
Winksy: Yes! Being outside limits how much
of short-sightedness. That’s when you can’t
time you spend doing “close up” activities like
see far.
reading or in front of a screen - the main causes
of short-sightedness. That’s when you can’t
see far.
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Tony: It makes sense. My eyes often get tired when I
sit for too long behind my tablet.

Winksy: Yay! I am really happy to hear this!

Rose: We are learning so much from you, Winksy!
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Do you know what would make me even
happier? If you would teach your friends
about what you have learned today.
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Bacteria (noun) - very small organisms that are found
everywhere and are the cause of many diseases

Iris (noun) - the colored circular part of that eye that
surrounds the black pupil (= central part)

Blink (verb) - to close and open the eyes quickly, once or
several times

Melanin (noun) - a dark brown pigment (= substance that
gives color), found in eyes, skin, hair, feathers, etc. It helps
to protect the skin against harmful light from the sun.

Brain (noun) - the organ inside the head that controls
thought, memory, feelings, and activity

Pupil (noun) - the circular black area in the center of an eye,
through which light enters

Cornea (noun) - the transparent outer covering of the eye
Corrective glasses (noun) - two small pieces of specially
made glass or transparent plastic worn in front of the eyes
to improve sight and held in place with a frame that
reaches back over the ears

Radiation (noun) - a form of energy that comes from a
nuclear reaction and that can be very dangerous to health
Retina (noun) - the area at the back of the eye that receives
light and sends pictures of what the eye sees to the brain

Cry (verb) - to produce tears as the result of a strong
emotion, such as unhappiness, pain, excitement or joy

See (verb) - to be conscious of what is around you by using
your eyes

Eye (noun) - one of the two organs in your face that are
used for seeing

Short-sighted (adjective) - a short-sighted person can only
clearly see objects that are close to them

Eyebrow (noun) - the line of short hairs above each eye in
humans

Sunglasses (noun) - dark glasses that you wear to protect
your eyes from bright light from the sun

Eyelash (noun) - any of the short hairs that grow along the
edges of the eye

Tear (noun) - a drop of salty liquid that flows from the eye,
as a result of strong emotion, especially unhappiness, or
pain

Eyelid (noun) - either of the two pieces of skin that can close
over each eye
Eyesight (noun) - the ability to see
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Ultraviolet (UV) (adjective) - ultraviolet light has a
wavelength that is after the violet (= light purple) end of
the range of colors that can be seen by humans. Light of
this type causes the skin to become darker in the sun.
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